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MOPITT observations over Saudi Arabia  
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Monthly mean MOPITT 2004 retrievals at 850 hPa  

MOPITT observations reveal enhanced CO over the the Arabian Peninsula and North Africa, 
with significant month-to-month variability  



Comparison with MOZAIC data 
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MOPITT at 850 hPa for August 2004 

 

Mean MOPITT and MOZAIC profile for 2004 
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• Large bias between the mean MOPITT and MOZAIC profiles 
• The lack of spatio-temporal coincidence could contribute to some of the discrepancy 

between the two datasets; MOPITT overpass is 10:30 am, whereas the MOZAIC 
measurements were mostly between 8 pm - 1 am local time 



Soil Source of CO 
CO production Rates, Andalusia (Spain) CO production Rates, Transvaal (South Africa) 

[Conrad and Seiler, JGR, 1985] 
CO soil source in GEOS-Chem (v7-02-04) in July 2004 

• Conrad and Seiler [1985] estimated 
CO production rates from arid and 
semiarid soils which depend 
exponentially on temperature and 
linearly on soil organic content 

• The CO source has a strong diurnal 
signal 



Standard run: Model - MOPITT difference, 850 hPa July 2004  

Soil source: Model - MOPITT difference, 850 hPa July 2004  
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Comparison between 
GEOS-Chem and MOPITT 

Addition of the soil source 
significantly reduces the 
bias in the model with 
respect to MOPITT data 
across North Africa and the 
Middle East 



GEOS-Chem soil source July 2004 

Surface Emissivity (8-13.5 µm) for 2003-2004 based on MODIS 

[Ogawa et al., 2008] 

•  Low emissivities are found 
over arid soils; high CO could 
reflect a bias in the retrievals 
due to the emissivities 

•  Spatial distribution of soil 
source matches emissitivity 
pattens, since the emissions 
are associated with arid soils 

•  Independent surface and 
profile data are needed to 
validate the model and the 
retrievals over these regions  


